NPD: Americans eating more pizza and yogurt

Data from the past decade shows what America is eating more of, and
the results might surprise you.
Trend trackers from all corners of the food world have
made predictions about what and where people will eat in
2015, and we’re sharing a list that adds a mindful-eating
perspective to that conversation later in this article. But
first let’s check in with NPD Group food guru Harry Balzer
for insight into how American eating habits have actually
changed during the past decade.
Trend predictors make educated guesses about what will
happen in the future. Balzer looks into the very near past,
tapping into NPD’s vast ocean of proprietary data to produce
a perspective unlike any other. His latest findings suggest that
no matter how hip or trendy a particular food item might be,
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That’s
one reasoncustomer
restaurant
operators need to think about how friction-free their takeout and delivery
programs are from the customer’s perspective. Yes, you want to serve on-trend foods. But your restaurant
better be easy to deal with, too.
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